Student - Prof. Relations Good

As address by President Harry N. Wright and chairman of the College Issues Statement Committee, President Wright felt that there was no need to talk too long. "I was gratified by the responses of students, faculty, students and administration both for the fact that they are working together," President Wright said.

The president also stated that the College "might begin getting Manhattanville ready by September. There is a chance that the College will begin to see some of Manhattanville's buildings by spring."

Herb Chabot, Stan Applebaum, and Harry Pollak were elected to the College's important Executive Committee. New members of the Alumni Association are Leonard Lederman, Gerald Walpin, Rhona Graff, Mark Maged, and Alyn Chabot. They will serve as members of the Student Faculty Advisory Group.

Debated as committee chairmen were: Manny Halper (School Affairs) and Harry Pollak (Public Relations). New committee chairmen are: Gerald Goldstein (Educational Practices), Dave Siegel (Registrar), and Eric Ward (Social Functions). Herb Veebrock (Facilities), and Letitia Lein (Membership). Jerome Koenig and Gerald Walpin, both past chairman of the Budget Committee, will serve as vice-chairmen for this semester.

Violence Can't Change Ideas; Forum on War

"Ideas cannot be changed by violence," said President William Benton, minister of the Community Church, as he addressed a business of students yesterday on the subject of "Prejudice and War." This was the first of a series of talks, jointly sponsored by the United World Federalists, the Corporation Objects, and the Progressive Society, and the Congress on Racial Equality.

"I'm convinced," Mr. Harrington said, "that prejudice is not a cause or a reason for war, but wars are caused by fears of losing the struggle for power; however, prejudice is a necessary factor in preparing a people for war."

The figures, Mr. Taylor said, which is slightly in the same proportion as the fall's total of 31,043, indicates 9,900 day session students, 1,075 in the College's graduate division of the School of Education, and 20,600 registered for evening and extension courses.

While pointing out the difficulty of estimating future enrollment trends, Mr. Taylor said, "the Bureau of Census shows that the 1960 fall enrollment at City College was 31,043, approximately equal to the enrollment of 1959."

The survey reveals that vocational objective is of relatively minor importance in getting a student deferment. As a matter of fact, 39 per cent of liberal arts and education students have deferment classifications, while 20 per cent of the engineering student body.

Student Life Greatly Needs Volunteer Help

The Department of Student Life, still without funds for Student Aides, is desperately short of help. Dean James Peace told OP yesterday.

Although the Webb Patrol, Pick and Shovel, and Sigma Alpha Eta are doing their best to fill the gap, they have "hardly made a dent" in the huge amount of work that needs to be done. Program cards for all students that were filled out at registration must be alphabetized, folders for freshman must be made out, and postcards for meetings sent out. The only aid now being received by Student Life is from Edward Ehren and Stan K. Isay, graduate assistants in the department.

Dean Peace urgently requests that all students, whether or not they belong to service organizations, come to Room 138 Main and see Dean Lewis, who will assist them to arrange volunteer projects in the department.

OP Feature...

Get a clear perspective of the problems of dating. Read OP's new series, serious or otherwise, on how to spend Saturday night without spending time into Monday morning. These articles will be compiled by experienced experts (as they should be), and you will be able to see how to approach the girl, plan to go, place to go, and how to catch them. This series is strictly in the College Student and is not copyrighted. Turn to Page 5 and read Article 1.

9,900 Enroll In Day Session; 30,000 Total

A total spring enrollment of 30,975 in all divisions at City College, which began classes last Thursday (February 7), was reported by Robert L. Taylor, registrar. The figure, Mr. Taylor said, comes in to Room 150 Main and begins classes last Thursday, that is, July 25, 1962, and there will be no papers on how to spend Saturday night without spending time into Monday morning. These articles will be compiled by experienced experts (as they should be), and you will be able to see how to approach the girl, plan to go, place to go, and how to catch them. This series is strictly in the College Student and is not copyrighted.

Draft Survey at City College Shows 37 Percent With 2-A

A draft survey of the College taken during registration indicates that 37 per cent of male students hold deferment classifications (2-S or 2-A5), while only about 3 per cent hold postponements of induction (1-A, 1-SC, or 1-S).

The 1-A classification is held by 14 per cent of the students, but most cases, 15 to 20 per cent of the engineering students.

The Administration, through Dean Morton Gottschall and Lester W. Engler, also issued a statement saying that the committee investigating the charges of anti-Semitism in the Sociology Department was "unanimously of the opinion that Professor Aginsky is not anti-Semitic.

The statement also said that, "Mr. Lanzer had made it clear to Dean Gottschall, Theobald and Engler that he was not giving an appointment of permanency in the faculty, he would bring charges which would subject the College to attack." By this time the College was under the administration of the U.S. Army by the agreement of the War Department.

OP and Campus

The full text of the new "Love L. Peace," the Campus" will be published in tomorrow's issue of the Campus. The Campus, the official organ of the College, is on the cover of the Gold student and will be available at all sides of the Lancer community to the student body.

Aginsky Defended by Dept; College Issues Statement

By Sid Kantin and Walter Furgus

A committee of the members of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology issued a statement yesterday defending Prof. Berl W. Aginsky, chairman of the department, against "irresponsible and personally motivated charges.

Shortly after an OP reporter asked Prof. Aginsky for a personal comment on the story that appeared Feb. 7, advised the professor to say nothing about it and would speak in his behalf at the "prejudice journalism" and productive reporting meeting at the "Prejudice and War" this week.

The Administration, through Dean Morton Gottschall and Lester W. Engler, also issued a statement saying that the committee investigating the charges of anti-Semitism in the Sociology Department was "unanimously of the opinion that Professor Aginsky is not anti-Semitic.

The statement also said that, "Mr. Lanzer had made it clear to Dean Gottschall, Theobald and Engler that he was not giving an appointment of permanency in the faculty, he would bring charges which would subject the College to attack." By this time the College was under the administration of the U.S. Army by the agreement of the War Department.

The 1-A classification is held by 14 per cent of the students, but most cases, 15 to 20 per cent of the engineering students.
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The Administration, through Dean Morton Gottschall and Lester W. Engler, also issued a statement saying that the committee investigating the charges of anti-Semitism in the Sociology Department was "unanimously of the opinion that Professor Aginsky is not anti-Semitic.

The statement also said that, "Mr. Lanzer had made it clear to Dean Gottschall, Theobald and Engler that he was not giving an appointment of permanency in the faculty, he would bring charges which would subject the College to attack." By this time the College was under the administration of the U.S. Army by the agreement of the War Department.

McCarthy Uses 'Blackmail' Methods, Benton Charges At Alumni Luncheon

A charge that Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, Republican of Wisconsin, is "attempting to overthrow freedom of speech and the press" was made by Senator William Benton, Democrat of Connecticut, at the 100th anniversary luncheon of the City College Alumni Association.

Senator Benton, speaking before 500 alumni at the Hotel Astor yesterday, said that Senator McCarthy "has now added blackmail to 'desert and falsehood' in pressuring advertisers to withdraw financial support from The Milwaukee Journal and Times magazine."

The Philadelphia Inquirer, the New York Times, the Chicago Daily News, the New York Post, the Washington Daily News, and other newspapers have criticized Senator McCarthy for his tactics in charging disloyalty. Senator Benton noted that he was reading the second answer to the question "What is the real faith in which you believe?" in the State Department. Since then, Senator Benton charged, "Senator McCarthy has deliberately and embarrasingly burned false witnesses and practical calculated deceit."

OP Directors

Applications to the OP Board of Directors are being accepted up to and including 5 P.M. on March 15. All applications will be returned to last name of at least 25 members, but the last three names may apply. The Board of Directors will then be elected from the elected policy of OP.
New Program Of House Plan Is Announced

After six months of experimentation, the House Plan Association has just announced the initiation of a new program designed for the expansion of its services to upper classmen and recent College graduates.

Under the proposed plan, the upper class program will be open to all junior and senior members of the present organization, individuals who are no longer attached to Houses, and recent graduates of the H.P. corporation. Its immediate aims are to have a major event each month which will provide entertaining and stimulating activities on Sunday evenings where guest lecturers and entertainers would be featured.

Last term, the neophyte organization sponsored two such events where Dr. Morris Appel of Brooklyn College discussed "Sex, Ethics, and Conduct for Young Adults," and later when a "Hootnany" was conducted, various social experiences, and folk dancing and singing. These events, attended by the House Plan Alumni Association members, showed that the "Hootnany" was a sensation in the field of physical education because it proves what was herebefore deemed impossible. Dr. Parker has shown that football can be taught in a gym class where the boys' talent, weight, and aptitude made the game just so varied. This is the story of how "Football For All" was

Alumna... (Continued from Page One)

Last fall, Senator Benson moved to have Senator McCarthy expelled from the Senate. There is "reluctance" in the Senate to take such action in an election year when the people of Wisconsin will have the opportunity to express their will.

Also speaking at the Alumni Association luncheon was Senator Bowman George F. Moon, who said that his department was fighting the "terrible challenge of the narcotics evil." He noted that this "challenge" has been overcome, and that the " tide has turned—our challenge of the narcotics evil."

"Every teen-age boy wants to play on an athletic team. In the light of our modern methods of education, he should be given an opportunity to try out in his favorite sport," Senator Benson said.

Alumni... (Continued from Page One)

James Senate and the United States people." The Senate rejected the proposal.

By Jay Semsky

Special for College Students Only!
Ballroom Dancing Classes
BRING THIS AD FOR DISCOUNT RATE OF $15 for 10-One-Hour Lessons

Marano-Rhumba-Tango-Fox Trot-Waltz-Charleston
REGISTRATION: Sunday, February 17, 1 P.M. to 4 P.M.
Monday, February 18, 7 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

LIE. BAY - TRAINER B.B.S.
1927 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Check them over, one by one, all the things you want in your next car. Then come in, examine and drive this big, bright, beautiful Chevrolet for $52! We believe you'll agree when you drive it in our "First Drive Plan." You'll find the price so low, you'll discover that Chevrolet offers the most fine car features at the lowest cost. For these are the only fine cars so priced. Each of these features is outstandingly fine in quality... and it's all-priced low in their field! Come in—now.
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Check them over, one by one, all the things you want in your next car. Then come in, examine and drive this big, bright, beautiful Chevrolet for $52! We believe you'll agree when you drive it in our "First Drive Plan." You'll find the price so low, you'll discover that Chevrolet offers the most fine car features at the lowest cost. For these are the only fine cars so priced. Each of these features is outstandingly fine in quality... and it's all-priced low in their field! Come in—now.

Few plans call for student-faculty activities which would "increase the whole of college experiences," and various social programs for upperclass women with graduate school ambitions.

In the long run, declared Helen Allhusen and Ben Strudler, chairman of the new project, "the organization would expand into an..."
Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 34...THE FERRET

Let's dig a little deeper

Descended from a long line of distinguished researchers, this scholar has burned too many gallons of midnight oil to oversleep on a subject lightly. Especially such an important item as cigarette mildness. He has conducted a thorough and independent investigation of the subject. The conclusion is unanimous that Professor Aginsky was not anti-Semitic. It is clarified, however, that his remarks to Miss Madden and Mr. Lanzer were "open to serious criticism." These remarks, reported by the Committee, were that "City College students had bad manners" and in explaining this he used such phrases as "Jewish families of a certain strata," "New York Jews" and that he "did not like them."

The Guild Committee stated that, "in view of the findings of the Faculty Committee, and in view of Mr. Lanzer's long and successful record as a class room teacher," the Guild Committee regrets the decision to terminate Mr. Lanzer's appointment. They further recommended that the Department reconsider its action at an "early date."

No. 34...THE FERRET

The Ferret, a small mag or independent newspaper, published this article discussing the controversy surrounding the reappointment of Mr. Irving A. Lanzer, a lecturer in the Sociology Department at City College. The article defends Mr. Lanzer against accusations of anti-Semitism and personal causes, and calls for the Department to reconside its decision.

The article highlights the importance of independence and the need for careful investigation in such matters. It also emphasizes the need for a fair and unbiased process in academic appointments.

The Ferret article is a significant example of journalistic independence and commitment to truth and fairness, especially in the context of the Cold War and the McCarthy era.
A bigger and better ROTC is in store for City College this semester. There is a possibility of a quatermaster unit being established at 23rd Street. According to Col. Kammerer, a survey of facilities has been made by army representatives and they have been found to be satisfactory. A final decision will be made in the Pentagon. The need of the Quatermaster Corps for second lieutenants.

The company will make functional changes that are being put into effect this term. All drills will be at eight A.M. and two P.M. for downtown students being held in Wavelson Stadium; the Advanced Corps will meet in Lewisohn Stadium. The company will help in assisting instructors and members of the instruction staff in the instruction of classes, and rotating volunteers will assist in weapons instruction. In an interview with Aquilino on the charges of his being a burden. He would be a burden.

Brown said, "It seems obvious that if a ROTC it would be foolish to take unit$ from other sections of the ROTC of all guilt. The Captain country.

Bonfire, Roast Marshmallows Here Feb. 29

A week-long program featuring the Camp Marion Committee

and aptly named "City in the 48 Hour Week" will get under way on Monday, February 25. The Camp Marion Committee, which has been trying to obtain a camp for City students, has an extensive program on tap. During the entire week, two shows in Lincoln Corridor will be amended with photographic tours past camping trips conducted by the committee, and a model camp. On Tuesday, for those who like your marshmallows fresh, roasted, and FREE, the committee will oblige by presenting with samples. Thursday will feature films and slides on the art and fun of camping. The committee will conduct camping trips in the past, and is hoped that those of you who see the films will wish to participate.

There'll be a real hot fling in Lewisohn Stadium on Friday afternoon. Those of you who have been wanting to get rid of old desks, books, chairs, and similar impedimenta can all join in the bonfire which will be held. It has not yet been determined just what the committee will burn in our own little Yankee Stadium.

Backstage

Theatre Talk...

with J. G. Samsky

DEDRAMATIC DISCLOSURES

CCNY graduates are well represented in the theatrical world. Here is a sampling of names:

Howard Caime, the fellow who M.C.'d the last Carnival, was recently announced as the permanent Radio City Music Hall stage producer and has appeared in several television shows.

Frank Romeo is directing a theatre group at the Washington Heights High School.

Robert Mora is a graduate who hasn't left yet. He is a fellow in the Speech Department. He was last seen at Petrocino in T. W. production of "The Taming of the Shrew." He directed "The Insect Comedy" and his latest achievement while it is not connected with the theatre is dramatic nevertheless. Mr. Mora becomes father of a girl.

If you've wondered where Bill Summers, Don Madden, Harvey Gross and Alex Zanoli, the write music for "Let's Stay together" are keeping themselves aside because they're in the Army now.

Two instructors who did not wish to be outdone by their students have invaded the theatre world also. They are Eylon Elder and William Lehr, both members of the Speech Department.

Mr. Elder taught stagcraf at the College. This past summer was worked at the Westport Theater in Connecticut. He designed the sets for this season's short-lived Broadway production, "Legend of Lovers." At present it is reported that he is doing research for a new Shakespearean theatre that is to be located in Conn. Stagcraf will now be taught by Mr. Williams, a man who has done work for the Columbia University Theatre.

Mr. Wilson Lehr now has an important behind-the-scenes position in the production. H. Lyle Winter, the present general director of Theatre Workshop, has written a book, "Handbook for Stage Managers" which is scheduled to be published this summer.

PET NOTES

Plan to be at the 23rd Street theatrical temple on the evening of either March 6, 7, 8 or 9 so that you will be able to see Theatre Workshop's production of the Rodgers and Hart musical comedy "A Connecticut Yankee." Southerners are also invited. It's been shorter since we've seen a complete production and I'm looking forward to this one. Tickets will go on sale February 8 in the rear of the cafeteria. Seating for the Thursday (March 7) and Saturday (March 5) performances is $2.50; for the Friday (March 8) performance the orchestra is $1.25, and the balcony $1.00.

ODDS AND ENDS

Some of the newly-elected Dramsoc officers are: President, Masoll Bergers; Vice President, Ted Retkin, and Publicity Director, Sonya ("The Shrew") Kokotoff. Congratulations.

Theatre Workshop is planning to have a series of Studio Production readings. The readings, which will be given by students taking the acting courses, anyone who is interested in acting, scenic design, construction or lighting. The drama should contact one of the groups, both of which meet on Thursday, Room 301 Main and Theatre Workshop Dramsoc in Room 236A Main.

Food and Drink

The Drams Club is offering a limited number of seats for the "Night Off." The performance is being planned.

The Camp Marion Committee, education society presents a lecture on "An Analysis of the English Department will speak on T. S. Eliot. All interested students are invited to attend.

Mathematics

The English Society will hold its first meeting today in Room 213A Main. Mr. Elder will talk on "T. S. Eliot." All interested students are invited to attend.

Cadenza

The Cadence Society will present a film on "The Writers' Union" Feb. 14 in 218 Main at 12:30.

BEAVER STUDENTS SHOP

NOTARY PUBLIC

(138th and 139th Streets)

1568 AMSTERDAM AVENUE

TRAILER-

Both effects and Better Prices for Your Used Textbooks!

CASH ON THE SPOT!

ART • DRAFTING • GYM and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

COLLEGE OUTLINES • STUDENT OUTLINE NOTES • EXAM REVIEW AIDS • TRANSLATIONS

BLUE PRINTING • PHOTOSTATS • FILM • FILM PRINTING • CCNY BANNERS

NEW

SUBSCRIPTIONS (Student Rates); LIFE $4.00 - TIME $3.00

Avoid — Long — Lines

Textbooks

At Lowest Prices!
The Facts, Please

The Lanzer-Aginsky affair is only another in a long series of cases in which the students of the College live in the dark. The Administration apparently feels that the students have no right to know the facts in many cases which directly concern them as members of the College community.

We are not even told the merits or drawbacks of the charges made by Mr. Lanzer in his capacity as an intelligent opinion on the case, simply because we do not have all the facts. We have been assured by President Wright that we will never will. For printing what facts we did have, when we should have had in 1952 Friday evening square dance program.

The column in the last issue on the draft status of CCNY students, written by Hal Cherry, was very informative, and should be of great help to the students at City College. It states that no one should be classified in either of two categories until the next meeting of the Selective Service Commission, however, that should be brought to the students' attention.

Many college students, after much thought, have come to the conclusion that because of the war they are crime against humanity, and have resolved to have no further part in the war. Thousands. Such students can register Exempt, Gov't., Objectors, and be classified in either of two ways by their local board. A student who refuses to do conscription work if drafted, while a classifi-

Square Dancing at South Hall
Commemorates This Friday Eve

Swing your partner and do-9-to-do. Callies all boys and girls with moonshine in their veins.

The Hygiene Department has just announced that 1952 Friday evening square dance program.

Starting on February 15, these dances will be held every Friday night from 8:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. A $1 donation per couple is charged for admission to the Hygiene Department square dances. All City College students will be admitted free, upon presentation of their identification cards.

As complete instruction is not necessary, it is not necessary to be a professional dancer. You can be perfect at each dance and thereby enjoy yourself. The Hygiene Department square dance specialist, is free to the students and wife, Gloria.

Miss 'Mere'

The editors of Mercury cordially invite all women to submit their names for the Miss Mercury contest. Room 223, South Hall, today at 12:00.

Hillel Program
Bigger, Better; Concert Tonite

Hillel's program for this semester appears to outshine the achievements of last term. Each week, Hillel concert featuring the voice of Sid Belarsky will be held in Room 223.

On Thursday, Feb. 28, Delaves & Berk, interpretive dance group, will give its first performance. Harris Auditorium. And the following weeks will see the usual eclectic program of jazz, cabaret, and revues.

Dancers are advised to leave their shoes at the door and simply wear something comfortable and cool. Although we will not particularly be featured, you should make sure that the dance floors are well-shined, and that the gals and sports shirts and slacks for the men.

Grab your partners and dash down to South Hall. It's a party!
Princeton Nips Foilsmen; Meyers Great in Sabre

By Ted Newman

In a tightly contested fencing match, the Lavender foilsmen were defeated by Princeton 3-2, last Saturday at the College gym. The one bright spot in the afternoon's proceedings was the all-Princeton victory turned in by All-American and Captain Hal Goldsmith, Charles Piperno, and Shelly Meyers. Between them they scored nine of City's twelve victories. Meyers, who had lost 8 out of 9 sabre bouts going into the Princeton meet, did a complete turnaround Saturday, and defeated his three opponents with apparent ease and finesse.

The eventful outcome was hastened by the failure of the Beaver parries to win the rip-and-tuck bouts. Of nine matches decided by a single point, the变量 fences lost a total of seven, with the last loss icing the match for Princeton. The Lavender captured the foil bouts 4-3, with Princeton winning the sabre and epee bouts by like scores. The loss incurred by the epee squad was particularly astonishing, considering their previous 21 and 6 record, and their romp over the powerful Brooklyn squad.

In the preliminary contest the Lavender freshmen were defeated by Princeton 15-12, last Saturday at the College gym. The defeat of the season last Saturday, and the last loss icing the match for Princeton.

The eventual outcome was hastened by the failure of the Beaver parries to win the rip-and-tuck bouts. Of nine matches decided by a single point, the variables fences lost a total of seven, with the last loss icing the match for Princeton. The Lavender captured the foil bouts 4-3, with Princeton winning the sabre and epee bouts by like scores. The loss incurred by the epee squad was particularly astonishing, considering their previous 21 and 6 record, and their romp over the powerful Brooklyn squad.
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The eventual outcome was hastened by the failure of the Beaver parries to win the rip-and-tuck bouts. Of nine matches decided by a single point, the variables fences lost a total of seven, with the last loss icing the match for Princeton. The Lavender captured the foil bouts 4-3, with Princeton winning the sabre and epee bouts by like scores. The loss incurred by the epee squad was particularly astonishing, considering their previous 21 and 6 record, and their romp over the powerful Brooklyn squad.
Norman Gird for Met Title; Rip Adelphi; Meet NYU Sat.

By Joe Marcus

Getting four new pool records the City College swimming team won their fourth meet of the season, easily defeating Adelphi College, 46-28. The Lavender took first place in six out of the ten events. They also took the 400-yard Relay event, but were disqualified because of a false take-off.

In the Manhattan meet, Bill Klein, Bob Kellogg and Jerry Schloemer broke the 500-yard freestyle record in 4:50 and 50. Klein, Kellogg and Vernon Silberschmidt broke the 300-yard backstroke record in 3:25.4.

Norman Klein continued to break his own records as he finished the 300-yard backstroke in 3:23.8, 10.8 seconds ahead of his season's record of 3:34.6. His time of 3:23.4 also set a new City College Pool record. Vernon Silberschmidt came back in the 440-yard freestyle event to set another new record. He won the event in the fine time of 4:08, topping the old record by 5.8 seconds.

Despite the fact that this year's swimming team is composed mainly of freshmen, with the exception of co-captains Norman Klein and Murray Silberberg, Coach Rider holds the belief that they can win the Metropolitan Championships. He says "we are stronger in every event with the exception of Diving."

The Relay teams have broken all present existing City College records. The 400-yard Relay team is undefeated at the present time. The combination of Silberberg, Charles Schlicterlein, Stan Werbel and Fred Visserman captured their race against Kings Point in 3:40 or three full seconds faster than any other Lavender relay team has ever accomplished.

The 500-yard Medley Relay team eclipsed one full second off the old CCNY record as they defeated Fordham in 3:12.5. In that meet Norman Klein, Bob Kellogg and Silberberg composed the team.

Coach Rider commented "The 400-yard Relay team has come through every time we needed them." In the Manhattan meet the Lavender trailed by one point going into the relay event but won the contest by six points.

In the Kings Point meet CCNY was behind by seven points but when the relay team came through in fine shape to tie the game.

Norman Klein is the defending 300-yard backstroke champion, and his time of 3:26.8 broke the record set last season by one point. Tony Sousa has been the lavender performer in the 200-yard individual medley, while Charles Schlicterlein has been turning in fine times in the 50 yard freestyle event.

In a match last Saturday at Union College in Schenectady, New York the Maroons handed the Beavers their second loss of the season, 54-29. Union College is regarded as one of the top teams on the Eastern Seaboard. No Metropolitan school has ever defeated them in the last three years. The next meet is with NYU, a strong competitor for the City College Pool championship, this Saturday.

Francis Tix

Tickets for the St. Francis game meet Wednesday at St. Francis go on sale today at noon in the Athletic Association Office on 13th Street. Tickets are sold with or without AA Cards.

Five Bows to Manhattan 72-54; Face B'klyn Sat.

By Ed Lipsen

CCNY's hooperwar ventured out of their class, to receive a 72-54 drubbing at the hands of the Manhattan Jaspers, Tuesday night at the Fordham Gym. It was the sixth loss in fourteen games for the Beavers.

The Kerley Green took a five-point lead at the first quarter mark, 18-14, and then proceeded to blow the game wide open, as they held the Beavers scoreless from the floor in the second stanza, piling up a 41-18 advantage. In fact the City dribblers did not tally a field goal over a fifteen minute stretch, the last minute of the first quarter through four and a half minutes of the third. The Lavender Jerry Schloemer and Black fought hard to close the gap in the last half, but were only able to make a slight dent in the Jasper's bulge, as they outscored them in the third period, 14-10, and added even more in the last five minutes.

The Jaspers controlled the boards handily throughout the game. City was hampered in this aspect by the loss of 6-4 Marty Gurkin, who was out with an infected foot. Joe Loprete led the Jaspers in scoring with twenty points. Jesus Cohen returned to the lineup, after recovering from illness, paced the Beavers with 15 points. Lenny Kowalski, who took Gurkin's place in the starting lineup, also did a credible job, considering his inexperience.

Manhattan led by seven points at the half. In the last two periods the Beavers continued their poor shooting, and led by 41 points with a minute to go.

By B. Basch

Jerry Donnalsruck

THE 10 YEAR OLD SOPHOMORE BOUNCED UP FROM CAPTAIN OF THE BEAVERS FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM TO CAPTAIN THE VIGRITY!

LET'S SEE! MY OPPONENT IS 6'7" TALL! I'LL HAVE ENOUGH POINTS TO WIN THE SHOW!

HE IS A BUSINESS MAJOR.

Dwight Pence

OP Sports
By Ed Upton

This Saturday night, at the main gym, the relatively inexperienced Beaver five will attempt to continue their undefeated skein over Brooklyn College. The Lavender dribblers have come out on top in all sixteen games that the two teams have played since the inception of their cage rivalry in the 1934-35 season.

This year, though, could be Brooklyn's year. The Kingsmen have compiled a 6-4 won and lost record, and have downed such teams as St. Peter's, which compiled a 6-4 won and lost record, and have downed such teams as St. Peter's, Fordham and Sienna. This year, though, could be Brooklyn's year. The Kingsmen have compiled a 6-4 won and lost record, and have downed such teams as St. Peter's, Fordham and Sienna.

At Stake Saturday Night

The Beaver five will attempt to hang onto one of their last vestiges of past greatness, as they strive to continue their undefeated skein over Brooklyn College. The Lavender dribblers have come out on top in all sixteen games that the two teams have played since the inception of their cage rivalry in the 1934-35 season.

The Beaver five will attempt to hang onto one of their last vestiges of past greatness, as they strive to continue their undefeated skein over Brooklyn College. The Lavender dribblers have come out on top in all sixteen games that the two teams have played since the inception of their cage rivalry in the 1934-35 season.

The Maroon hoopsters, coached by Tubby Rashin, an ex-City captain, have a well-balanced team, whose main weakness is a lack of height. The top in all sixteen games that the two teams have played since the inception of their cage rivalry in the 1934-35 season.

This season he has already surpassed the Mat Jr. Foul Championships he produced. Hal was born in Germany in 1930. At the age of eight, he entered the field of chemistry. His main ambition at the present time is to represent the United States at the Olympic Games. The United States Fencing Association has lifted Hal as one of the top five Collegiate fencers in the country. They have also named him as a member of the Olympic Squad along with fourteen other fencers. From these 15 inmates the top six will be chosen to travel to Helsinki. The squad will gradually be eliminated by a process in which each contestant will fence the others. Hal's only comment was that he would try very hard to gain the honor of making the team.

9-Year Record:

CCNY 16, Brooklyn 0.

Further depletion of ranks, before the Dickinson game, when Frank Morantz, George Earle and Irwin List were dropped from the team because of academic reasons. All three were outstanding prospects. To take their places, Warren Goldbach, Ronald Kowalski, and Tommy Holm were added to the squad. Although the three are very promising, the loss of Morantz, Earle and List will be felt.

At Stake Saturday Night
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The Beaver five will attempt to hang onto one of their last vestiges of past greatness, as they strive to continue their undefeated skein over Brooklyn College. The Lavender dribblers have come out on top in all sixteen games that the two teams have played since the inception of their cage rivalry in the 1934-35 season.

This season, though, could be Brooklyn's year. The Kingsmen have compiled a 6-4 won and lost record, and have downed such teams as St. Peter's, which compiled a 6-4 won and lost record, and have downed such teams as St. Peter's, Fordham and Sienna.

Addition...

In OP's last issue the percentage of students in various fields who passed the military service examination was given. Due to a typographical error, the fact was omitted that only 27 per cent of students in education passed the exam.

Chesterfield—Largest Selling Cigarette in America's Colleges

We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette

by. 2. to 1

MILDNESS

NO UNPLEASANT

AFTER-TASTE

...AND ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS IT!